










Rag Doll Sewing Instructions 

This pattern and instructions are free, but maybe you would like to take a look at some of my 

other patterns that are available for purchase in my Etsy shop: 

Wall Mounted Deer Head Sewing Pattern PDF 

 

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/AmieScottSews 

Thanks for taking the time to check out my work! Onto the Ragdoll: 

Materials needed: 

*~1/4 yd sturdy cotton fabric like denim or canvas (I used 10oz painter's canvas, which was 

hella stiff, but also hella reasonably priced, and made for beautiful results. So if your machine 

can handle it, I'd totally recommend dropping by your local art supplies store and buying some 

canvas-by-the-foot) 

*Thread 

*Doll stuffing 

*Scraps of quilting cotton for the dress 

*Yarn for the hair 

*Embroidery thread for the face 

https://www.etsy.com/ca/listing/448855884/sewing-pattern-wall-mounted-deer-head
https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/AmieScottSews


Let's get started! And this is a doozy of an instructions set, so read through before you start! 

Print and cut out your pattern pieces. Once you cut your fabric, you should have something like 

this: 

 

And now, we sew. 

With right sides together, sew the legs and arms, leaving an opening at the top (I don't really 

need to mention that part, do I?). 

 



Clip little notches around the curved hand and foot areas, taking care not to cut past the stitching line.

Using a long and slim poking instrument (I used a drumstick; you can also use a chopstick, or the 
eraser side of a strong pencil), turn the arms and legs right side out, smoothing the seams as you go.

Stuff the arms and legs with doll stuffing, leaving the top 3/4" unstuffed (it makes it easier to sew the 
arms and legs to the body).



Pin the openings closed. Pin the arms so that the front piece and back piece are flat against each other. 
Pin the legs so that the side seams meet up in the middle (as pictured).



With right sides together, baste the arms and legs to the front torso piece.

Another pic.



With right sides together, sew the back torso to the front torso along the base of the legs.

With right sides together, sew the head pieces to the torso pieces, front and back.



Carefully sew the back head & torso to the front head & torso, one section at a time.

I sew the shoulders, head and neck all in one go, followed by the arms.



And sew the one side of the torso shut, leaving the other side open for turning and stuffing.

Notice in the last two pictures how the arms and legs get moved around? You can manipulate the limbs 
however you like in order to sew a straight seam. In the last picture, one of the doll's arms is stuffed up 
into her head cavity!

Clip notches around the head and neck areas, taking care not to cut through the stitching line.



Now you can turn your doll right side out. Go carefully, especially if you're sewing with a lighter 
weight fabric like quilting cotton (not recommended); you certainly do not want to tear through your 
hard work at this stage!

Stuff the head and torso as fully as you can (the fuller you stuff it, the more professional it looks).



Hand sew the opening shut, using a ladder stitch or a slip stitch.

And if you are sewing a face onto the doll, the time is nigh.

Using a sharp pencil, trace yo' face (ha!) onto the front of the head. Don't screw it up, or your doll will 
have pencil on her face forever and everyone will point and laugh at your dolly folly (another ha!). This 
is like the worst paragraph I ever wrote.



Using a few strands of embroidery thread, hand sew over your pencil tracings. As you can see, I was 
very conservative with my face design, sewing three simple curved lines:

To make the hair, wrap yarn around a sturdy book several times, until you have a doll's head's worth of 
hair (this is not a formal measurement, by the way, you can decide for yourself how much hair you 
need). The book in the picture is about 10 inches tall and one inch thick, if you need a point of 
reference.



Carefully slide the yarn off of the book, trying your best to not unravel everything. I slide my yarn onto 
a magazine (or sewing machine manual), so that I can slide it effortlessly (ha!) onto the sewing 
machine.

Sew down the middle of the yarn loops, crosswise, to attach them all together. This will become the 
part in your doll's hair.

Pin and hand sew the hair onto the doll's head, with the front of the hairline starting about 1/2" to the 
front of the head seam.



Sew the middle part first, and then tack down the hair to the side seams of the head so that the hair 
doesn't flap around all over the place.

You can also sew her hair into pigtails or braids, if the hair is long enough (there are many tutorials 



online for doll hair).

To make the doll dress, cut out the front and back dress pieces.

Fold in and sew the neckline hems of front and back pieces.

Right sides together, sew the front and back together at the shoulders.

Fold in and sew the armhole hems.

Right sides 



together, sew the side seams.

Fold and sew the hem.

Turn right side out and put it on your doll!

And stay in touch for upcoming variations on doll clothing and accessories for your rag doll!


